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Stainless Steel Solenoid Valves

AIRTEC Pneumatics, Inc. a world leader in pneumatics technology for more than 30
years announces the release of 316 Stainless Steel solenoid valves. These standard valves are
suitable to IP67. IP69K is available on request. The current line includes solenoid operated
valves, NAMUR valves and Air Piloted valves. Hand Lever valves, Push Pull valves are
available on request.

Available in the following configurations

Series KMX single and double solenoid. 1/8 and 1/4 (G or NPT thread)
Series PKX single and double solenoid. 1/8 and 1/4 (G or NPT thread)
Series KNX single and double solenoid to NAMUR standard. 1/8 (G or
NPT thread)

Series PNX single and double solenoid to NAMUR standard. 1/8 (G or
NPT thread)
Our Stainless Steel line also includes ISO and NFPA cylinders, filter regulators and fittings.
Contact us Today!
Company Background
AIRTEC Pneumatic GmbH has been developing, manufacturing and distributing innovative
pneumatic components for more than 35 years. Today, the company holds an internationally
esteemed position in pneumatics, serving manufacturers in a variety of industry branches from
leisure industry to robotics and space technology. The product portfolio covers a wide selection
of pneumatic parts: different cylinder and valve series including terminals with multipol and bus
interfaces, vacuum technology-based devices as well as ex-protected components and drilling
units. Additionally, AIRTEC offers customized special solutions. An international distribution and
service network ensures prompt and reliable support for customers around the world.
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